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Letter of Transmittal 

Date: August 28, 2019 

To 

Sarkar Rafij Ahmed Ratan 

Assistant Professor 

United International University 

Subject: Submission of Internship Report. 

Dear Sir, 

I’m glad to submit the internship report on the topic you’ve assigned me which is “Business 

Development Activities of Inpace Management service limited: A hands - on practice through an 

IT Based event management Firm”.  While preparing this report I tried my level best to follow 

your and my organization’s supervisor’s instructions. 

The entire report is based on the practical knowledge I have gained from my 3 months of 

internship program while working in the Inpace Communications. The knowledge I’ve gained 

from here will add a huge advantage to my career. 

It would be highly grateful if you kindly receive this report and I will be pleased to answer to 

any of your queries regarding this report. 

Thanking You 

Sincerely 

Md. Ashik Hassan 
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Executive Summary 

Inpace Communication Bangladesh was established in the year 1997. It has been outstanding 

for being the most reliably innovative organization in Bangladesh. They have been giving 

administrations of elevated requirement with regards to quality just as incentive for cash for 

clients throughout the previous 20 years. Their unparalleled endeavors in structure client 

connections has made them equipped for overseeing exchanges that satisfy the needs and 

fulfillment dimensions of their customers in a noteworthy degree. They direct each 

authoritative plan in an unexpected way, regardless of the size or spending which makes their 

administrations more remarkable than others. The flexibility of aptitudes and experience 

among the representatives at Inpace is the thing that makes them not another face in the 

group. Building client connections is the primary moto of Inpace. The organization claims, 'We 

tune in and continually re-address the consistently changing needs of our clients to guarantee 

that we are constantly on top of things'. The general information gathering of the examination 

was done deliberately as per the supervision of my exploration organizer. 
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Chapter-1 

Introduction: 

Inpace management service Bangladesh, situated at Dhanmondi-28, Dhaka-1209, is an 

association that works with tech items worried about making life simpler. It is a universal 

association started in 1997. The explanation for building up this was making Bangladesh all the 

more mechanically propelled giving the expression, 'Advanced Bangladesh' its value. As far back 

as its foundation, this association prepared in excess of 270 experts. This association is arranged 

towards the tech-based items identified with different global brands, for example, Cisco, HP, 

and Dell and so forth. In general, Inpace Bangladesh includes for the most part of 39 staff 

committed to overseeing, sorting out, disseminating just as on the general exercises of the 

majority of its focuses.  

As of late, Inpace management has stretched out its exercises to numerous new propelled 

items. At this point the organization concentrated on its limited time exercises just as it's 

distributed numerous inner productions in which the exercises of the association are 

completely communicated. It has likewise been taking a shot at to turn into a stage to lessen 

the obstruction between the provincial and the urban individuals by giving the offices with 

respect to mechanical headway. The Administration of Bangladesh is giving monitory help both 

as money and gifts. Also, research and scholarly establishments, firms and other worldwide 

associations have approached to cause a commitment in taking care of any kind of issues which 

is going about as a boundary to present day innovation in this nation. 
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Inpace has been rewarded with various national and global recognitions. The main services that 

Inpace is renowned for, are as follows: 

 Management Consulting. 

 Human Resource Management. 

 Project management. 

 Event Management. 

 Computer Graphics & DTP. 

 Market Communication. 

 Brand Management. 

 Media Consultancy and services. 

 Public Relations and Corporate Promotions.  

Commercial Advertising is a method of marketing communication used to inspire, encourage, 

or influence an audience to take or continue to take some action. Most ordinarily, the preferred 

result is to drive consumer behavior with respect to a commercial offering. Advertising is 

defined by Richard F. Taflinger as “Advertising is the non-personal communication of 

information usually paid for and usually persuasive in nature about products, services or ideas 

by identified sponsors through the various media." 

Advertising is usually done by a third party known as advertising agency.  

An advertising agency is a service based business committed to making, forecasting, and control 

advertising for its clients. Types of ad agencies are 
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 Advertising 

 Branding and 
marketing 

 Youth Marketing 

 Entertainment 
Marketing 

 Advertising 

 Medical Education 

 E-marketing 

 Brand Consulting 

 DTP/DTC 
Communications 

 Meeting 
Management 

 Corporate 

 Consumer 

 Healthcare 

 Technology 

 Media 
Relations 

 Branding and 
Design 

 Data 
Consulting 

 Direct 
Marketing 

 Interactive 
Marketing 

 Full service agencies. 

 Creative agencies. 

 Specialized agencies. 

 In-house agencies. 

 Digital agencies or new media agencies. 

 

This report is totally conferring about IT Based and digital or new media agencies. There was a 

time when Television was the most popular standard for Marketer to promote, blowout 

awareness and produce hints for their products but now the trend has changed and IT and 

Digital media has taken its place. Main reason for this change was 

 Traditional methods are costly. Related to IT based & digital marketing channels, you 

could end up spending thousands of dollars extra. 

 Traditional marketing channels flop to deliver instant feedback and reports about who 

saw or got an ad, and took action. This data is composed long after the early ad 
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impression is made (and still then, the statistics are far from exact numbers). 

IT based & Digital marketing, on the other hand, denotes to marketing systems that permit 

organizations to see how a campaign is acting out in real-time, such as what is being watched, 

how often, how long, as well as other figures such as sales conversions. IT based event 

management helps to implement the firm more. And it is really easy to control and monitor. 

 

Research Objectives 

The main objective of the report is to analyze how Inpace Management service focuses on 

creating their relationship with their customers in the field of IT based Event management 

sector. Their main focus is to address the ever changing technological needs of their customers 

and to diminish every barrier in providing technological advancement to their customers. 

Inpace management service is an international organization which is working with tech 

products to make life easier. The other objectives are as follows:  

 Analyzing their marketing strategies, policies, programs and practices. 

 Analyze how they provide better solution to their clients regarding integrated marketing 

and promotions. 

 Analyzing how their team supports to achieve the business goals and objectives on a 

continuous basis.  

 Analyzing how they are helping the Bangladesh Government in making ‘Digital 

Bangladesh’. 
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 Analyzing the employee work system. 

 Creating innovation and technological advancement in event management. Providing 

best innovative idea and design to the customer 

 

Research Methodology 

 

I have used both primary and secondary data to collect information for preparing this report. 

Primary Data: 

Primary data have been collected from the discussions with employees, my co-workers and 

clients. I’ve done many face to face discussions with the clients of Inpace Management service 

to know about their feelings and satisfaction toward the products and services 

Secondary Data: 

I have gathered the secondary information from the yearly report of Inpace management 

services, from online articles and sites, periodical explanation of Inpace management, customer 

records, narrative fines, preparing materials and some related scholarly books, for example, 

"The Specialty of Advanced Promoting", "The New Principles for Showcasing and PR" and so on. 
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Chapter -2 

IT Based Marketing or Digital Marketing: 

The term 'Digital Marketing' was first utilized during the 1990s. During the 2000s and the 2010s, 

computerized advertising grew additional complex as a viable method to manufacture an 

association with the purchaser that has profundity and hugeness.  

 

People groups routinely referenced advanced showcasing as 'web based promoting' or 'web 

advertising' however it's wrong. Advanced promoting pivots the Web, which portrays why 

individuals will in general trust that computerized advertising and Web showcasing are 

synonymous. In any case, they are disparate. Web promoting diminishes under the class of 

advanced showcasing. Web showcasing incorporates advanced promoting administrations, for 

example, website streamlining, show publicizing, and email advertising 

 

Clients servicing: 

Center piece of this task is managing Business Publicizing is a strategy for promoting 

correspondence used to move, support, or impact a group of people to make or keep on taking 

some move. Most customarily, the favored outcome is to drive shopper conduct concerning a 

business proposing. Publicizing is characterized by Richard F. Taflinger as "Publicizing is the non-
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individual correspondence of data typically paid for and generally convincing in nature about 

items, administrations or thoughts by recognized backers through the different media."  

Publicizing is typically done by an outsider known as promoting office. A publicizing 

organization is an administration based business focused on making, gauging, and control 

promoting for its customers. An organization can likewise hold in general advertising and 

marking techniques and deals advancements for its customers. Sorts of advertisement 

organizations are 

 Full service agencies 

 Creative agencies 

 Specialized agencies 

 In-house agencies 

 Digital agencies or new media agencies 

Digital Media Marketing or Digital Marketing: 

Digital marketing grew additional refined as a successful method to manufacture an association 

with the shopper that has profundity and centrality.  

People groups constantly referenced computerized promoting as 'web based advertising' or 

'web showcasing' however it's off base. Computerized showcasing pivots the Web, which 

depicts why individuals will in general trust that advanced advertising and Web promoting are 

synonymous. Be that as it may, they are unique. Web advertising diminishes under the 

classification of computerized promoting. Web promoting incorporates computerized 
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showcasing administrations, for example, website streamlining, show publicizing, and email 

advertising.  

 

With customer adjusting. A customer overhauling is the part of a marketing organization. 

Accountabilities of customer adjusting incorporate understanding the customer's needs and 

expectations. Truth be told, the publicizing procedure initiates with the customer adjusting 

individual remaining the potential customer for a brief. He at that point needs to impart this to 

his organization. His responsibility is to chase for new business and be a bond between the 

organization and the customer.  

 

Primary assignments of customer adjusting are taking care of interior work process and creating 

solid associations with customers. 

Scope of internship: 

1. To understand element of IT based event firm. 

2. To understand effectiveness of branding over IT & digital media marketing. 

3. To understand the importance of Brand objective through campaign. 

4. To select best tools for event management through IT and digital media. 

5. To maintain a good relationship with clients. 

6. Gather knowledge about target customer. 

7. Gain knowledge about competitors. 
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To know customer preference and buying habit I did a research via an online 

questionnaire. Sample size of the research is 100. The research is done by Bangladeshi 

young. 

Limitation of the internship: 

 The time range for the venture is constrained  

 The issues with utilizing paid instruments for important information, precedent like 

ComScore.  

 Time of battles for some customer is over a quarter of a year  

 Sufficient records and distributions just as refreshed data some of the time were not 

promptly accessible  

 Several site work force were not anxious to transparently discuss their business 

strategy. 

Organization mission: 

The attained information and knowledge through research and analysis can be implemented to 

provide a better solution for branded clients regarding integrated marketing and promotions. 

ORGANIZATIONAL GOAL 

• Conducting research through field work. 

• Analyzing the circumstances. 

• Providing immediate solution.  
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• Establishing and promoting measures. 

• Training and development of human resource. 

Organization vision: 

The main vision of Inpace is to build a perfectly communicated client-company relationship. 

Core values: 

• Maintaining the ethical standard of tech-related issues. 

• Providing and utilizing authentic information while conducting the research. 

• Improving IT infrastructure of the company.  

• Providing proper training with necessary equipment and guidelines. 

Core competencies:  

• Innovation. 

• Professionalism. 

• Resource utilization. 

These were all about the organization’s mission, vision, goals and core competitiveness.  Every 

organization tries their best to achieve the mission, vision and goals. The mission statement is 

the reflection of the broader objective of Inpace Communication. The vision statement works as 

the picture of how Inpace will achieve the goals in the long run. These are necessary to know 

any organization clearly. 
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Chapter-3 

SWOT Analysis: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strength:  

 Simple to point and contact more group of spectators at an economy cost.  

 Campaigns can be just changed and made more focused according to our business 

necessities. 

 As the world is increasingly reliant on the web, it benefits the business to spread out 

and connect with the general population on a more noteworthy scale.  
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 Saves a great deal of cash as identified with the old-style method for promoting as it is 

cheap and efficient.  

 Being known as a brand has turned out to be much quiet. 

 The alternatives are not bound to a couple, there are numerous choices and individuals 

can change from one to the next if PLAN A doesn't work and that does not charge an 

intemperate harm of cash.  

 Advertising of independent company is tranquil as it is savvy.  

 Businesspersons get it exceptionally valuable as they needn't bother with a gigantic 

spending plan for this and it gives them colossal stage to make a blemish on the 

computerized world. 

 

Weakness: 

 An assignment to achieve the populace which is as yet not devouring the web.  

 Keeping pace with new patterns and innovation.  

 Need of profound comprehension of modifying human conduct and necessities.  

 If your image or item isn't vindicating the clients need, at that point the easygoing of 

getting awful reactions in open is exceptionally high, which thus may harm the 

notoriety.  

 Data Investigation is as yet an extremely extraordinary concern and not very many 

individuals are master in it as relatively few can understand what information really 

says. 
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Opportunity: 

 Progressively work for the adolescent as this field is simply rising and number of 

specialists are less.  

 Growth the scope of your image, along these lines, prompting straight benefit.  

 If the advanced promoting comes wherever in a total way it will help the nation itself to 

create computerized that implies principle piece of our populace will begin driving a real 

existence which will be smoother and quicker.  

 It will help our Bangladesh Government Associations to end up computerized.  

 All the activity from railroads, open association and so on will turn out to be snappier 

and compliment.  

 Packing of important and individual information of the administration associations will 

be simple and defended.  

 The Dream of making "Advanced Bangladesh" can turn out to be genuine. 

Threat:  

 In the event that it doesn't work flawlessly, at that point odds of reverse discharge is 

more prominent for example it may hurt the brand name.  

 Due to consistently moving patterns of various showcasing spaces and regularly moving 

guidelines of web search tool for improving the substance, persistent mindfulness is 

required, which is troublesome.  

 Storage of information with full security is as yet an unavoidable issue mark.  
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 Examining the information in a mistaken manner can prompt harming results which is 

found in a great deal of organizations.  

 Gradually it is overpowering all the conventional methods for promoting, which in the 

long run may even prompt TV being left as the main wellspring of old-style showcasing. 

 

 

Reason to choosing Inpace for internship: 

There dependably remains motivation to pick a specific association to function as an intern or 

employee. Some favor it to be work area based or some lean toward it to be all the more 

cordial. In my temporary job, it was a blend of both work area based occupation and trip. I feel 

blessed enough to have the chance to function as an assistant in Inpace Bangladesh. The 

organization has helped me build up my aptitudes of examination and has additionally allowed 

me the chance to experience the trend setting innovation accessible in the nation. The 

advantages and aces of present day innovation is a privilege to every single man and lady in the 

nation. I have dependably been particularly curious about working with the examination of why 

the general population separated with innovation line ought to get the correct offices. My 

tendency towards working for improvement of individuals have driven me pick this tech-based 

organization. Inpace is a very worker agreeable association in each viewpoint. The middle 

functions as a rule to help the representatives working over yonder. At Inpace, the 

representatives feel to be sheltered and verified to work. I felt much agreeable while working 

over yonder. The general workplace was very promising and inviting.  

Inpace has been actualizing following ten noteworthy projects in its working territories. 
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1. Management consulting  

2. Human resource Management. 

3. Project Management. 

4. Event Management. 

5. Computer graphics and DTP 

6. Market communication. 

7. Brand Management. 

8. Media consultancy & service. 

9. Public relation. 

10. Corporate promotion. 

Inpace is worried about the general improvement of the innovation among all demography 

of individuals in Bangladesh. The exploration exercises directed in the middle were very 

useful for me for my future research information. I did my temporary job in Inpace 

Interchanges to include myself in such a venture of guaranteeing the straight forwardness 

and solace of innovation and making myself gifted all through the procedure of research 

and investigation. Inpace dependably attempts to make an appropriate situation for its 

representatives and customers since they accept that innovation is what's to come. Besides, 

all in all Inpace is engaged with the advancement of society by giving better offices and 

administrations accommodating for the general population. From the earliest starting point 

of college life I have been intrigued to work in the improvement of society and for people. 

Inpace has given me the degree to work in the improvement division and offer my insight 

with them. Another motivation to pick Inpace Interchanges is to accumulate the 
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involvement being developed segment and afterward attempt to actualize in the 

experience for further work. I was in every case especially curious to investigate the 

assignments which don't uncover before individuals effectively. I observed Inpace to be the 

most ideal method for investigating the general population who can take a significant part 

in the general public however they linger behind as a result of some social conditions. 
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Chapter-4 

Work Assignment/ Narratives of the task: 

Protocol title: Business Development exercises of Inpace Communication: A hands-on practice 

through an IT based Event management firm.  

 

Business development exercises included procedure of advancing and promoting brands taking 

the statistic arrangement of populace in Bangladesh into thought in a characterized geographic 

territory. The coordinated promoting framework included a wide range of plans that upgraded 

the general brand acknowledgment inside a particular period.  

 

The convention has not been gotten from any movement. The convention of the examination 

incorporates the accompanying:  

 

 The explore need territory is to alleviate the hazard and helplessness and keep up fair 

frameworks.  

 The two research stages are advancements and incorporated advertising.  

 The effect of the exploration is foreseen to have on Learning Creation, Limit Building, 

Illuminating Strategy and IT enhancements.  
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 This convention identifies with the thousand years advancement objectives of 

computerized advertising, showcasing data frameworks, manageability, upgrades in IT 

division and expanding brand acknowledgment.  

 

These conventions identify with certain arrangements of Inpace which the workers and 

understudies should be pursued. In addition the senior directors and research directions will 

educate their subordinates to work under the conventions so the exploration procedure has to 

experience any mayhem or misconception. The conventions resemble example both for the 

workers and organizers. The conventions should be kept up in the work area based research 

process as well as in the field work. 

Timing: 

I worked at inpace management for 93 days from 12th February to May 15th 2019. On hours 

from 9:30 am to 6:30 pm. 

Duties & Responsibilities: 

AS an intern of inpace management service limited my responsibilities was to analysis the 

market by research on market and customer. Conduct the promotional activities and control 

over it. I did 3 campaign in dhanmondi area, one campaign in Chandpur. I collected data from 

these areas and analysis this for findings. I research on more than one thousands of 

respondents. 

On the other hand I develop the business plan for the target customer. Analysis the 

competitors as well as. 
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Ways of accomplishing the assignment: 

As a researcher it transformed into much troublesome assignment for me to proceed with the 

records work. However the diligent work caused me to achieve my examination.  

During my achievement of my work, I utilized four information accumulation modules that 

were included. Each one in turn during the quarterly visits. The information gathering modules 

included the points on advancements, brand acknowledgment, computerized promoting, and 

so on. I needed to fix arrangements to meet the organization administrators. As a large portion 

of the respondents used to stay occupied in work or in other occupation, I needed to ponder 

couple of days to ensure their quality during the study. In the wake of fixing the time I needed 

to make the mapping of the zones by isolating them into squares dependent on demography. 

After that I needed to pretest the information gathering instrument. The gauge/financial 

evaluation and observation information gathering instruments had been utilized for pretesting. 

Versatile gadgets were likewise utilized for information accumulation. At that point when it 

came that the information gathering process I utilized a recognizable proof number for every 

individual and this was accomplished for cross sectional study for connecting the records. In 

every day I used to finish 500 individuals and used to present the finished work to the boss each 

week. The chief moved the information from the memory card to his/her workstation and 

played out the essential checking. The manager used to convey these information to the Field 

Exploration Facilitator/PC Developer at the focal office of Inpace for further altering and 

refreshing the ace database. This period of information gathering took around 3 months.  
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As a scientist I needed to keep up the quality control of the general overview. The quality 

control body contained two sorts. They were nearby and focal. These bodies will visit the chose 

family unit to check the information quality all the time. Both these control was guaranteed by 

our examination venture facilitator and us the field work scientists. By and by I was blessed 

enough to have the full help from my facilitator.  

 

The focal quality control body was be framed by us required with the venture. This body was in 

charge of creating methodologies and rules to keep up nature of information. Classification was 

done on fortnightly premise to inspect the information design. The information example was 

then cross checked by the exploration organizers to make the information legitimate enough 

for further use. 

Working Area: 
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Interaction with customers and others: 

In the field work I needed to associate with the general population around, for the most part 

clients likewise to get the unbiased data about the exploration procedure. I needed to direct in 

various areas with for various respondents to figure out how clients will be increasingly urged 

to utilize mechanical items and what might make them additionally ready to make their life 

progressively computerized. For directing the data in regards to showcase examination, target 

clients and executing and observing special exercises, I needed to accumulate data from 

different individuals like the leader of the included brands Inpace works with. I needed to 

gather information about their exchange and sites visits from Shulav.com, the primary web 

based business site of Inpace correspondence. 

Organization culture: 

The conduct of the representatives in an association is the impression of the association's way 

of life. Inpace has the way of life of participation and backing to the representatives. As an 

understudy I saw that at whatever point any worker required any sort of help while carrying out 

their responsibility, the higher administrators of the branch tried to have given me that help 

appropriately. At a certain point of my examination I wound up restless of the general exercises 

of the exploration procedure, yet later on the supervision of my examination organizer made 

every one of these assignments simpler for me to achieve. I understood during my temporary 

job program that the authoritative culture can have a negative or positive impact in ones work. 

It either transforms the activity into a simple one or makes it troublesome if the hierarchical 
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culture does not have that much energy in general. I was exceptionally lucky enough to 

establish the energy all through my internship position. 

Key Learning and Internship experience: 

The entry level position opened another section of my existence with the social occasion of new 

encounters. Unfurl thoughts and exceptional abilities were key involvement all through my 

entry level position program. My experience was unprecedented. Additionally the workplace in 

the exploration focus has helped me create myself for my future vocation. From the earliest 

starting point of my temporary position days, I found a domain inviting air. The learning 

procured from the field work of research helped me know from the root level of the general 

population all around intently. My inclination for working in the advancement division helped 

expanded more when begun to experience intently into the entry level position works. I have 

adapted bunches of thing which I had not before. My entry level position at Inpace helped me 

to know these components.  

 

I got the chance to invest energy with the tech-laborers just as my individual understudies 

through my entry level position. I became more acquainted with about their experience here 

and took in a ton. The obstructions they needed to look as working, how they defeat those 

obstacles, etc. has helped me beaten my own challenges all around effectively. They 

coordinated with me even in their bustling calendar of life. At first I needed to make surveys. A 

commendable and average relationship is critical to speak with one another. After that I began 

working as indicated by my surveys.  
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This internship position was my absolute first experience of field work. I utilized essential 

information for the exploration from the respondents. I just found out about this information 

accumulation technique in the scholastic books however this time I had the genuine chance to 

experience and experience the general procedure of information gathering. My principle 

assignment was to gather foundation information of the respondents. Information elucidation 

assisted me more with understanding the current state of the populace's innovation learning 

which is a key calculate utilized computerized advertising.  

 

Aside from the field work, as an understudy of Inpace I have adapted such huge numbers of 

things. I have seen how different representatives complete their obligations. The decency of 

promptness and flawlessness of assignment helped me change my way of life all in all. Inpace 

included some example inside which every one of the representatives and understudies needed 

to work. The feeling of adhering to directions empowered me to create aptitudes for my not so 

distant future. I additionally had the experience of making a decision about myself and I could 

experience some close to home tests and capacities.  

 

There is no restriction of learning. The affinity with the various individuals dwelling in my 

workplace just as field work helped me learn different parts of life. It would not be workable for 

me on the off chance that I had not got the degree to do my internship in this firm. The new 
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condition of working in the inside was tied in with organizing with individuals at a huge of each 

area.  

 

I have worked with the undertaking that is ""Business Development practices of Inpace 

Correspondence: A hands on training through computerized showcasing" and I have attempted 

to discover how computerized advertising and advancements can help related brands connect 

with its clients. Inpace has gathered data all through the examination and has been anticipating 

give a superior way of life to the general population through its customers I came to think 

pretty much every one of the difficulties the general population needed to experience in each 

phase of their lives without present day innovation and subsequently had the option to make 

showcasing plans for Inpace customers as needs be which would help advance their items in 

their stores just as the web based business site 'Shulav.com'. 

Critical reflection and evaluation: 

I had my exploration work field identified with statistic conditions like birth rate, demise rate, 

populace thickness, conduct, wellbeing cognizance, populace development rate and so forth. 

This venture helped me to comprehend the field work for all intents and purposes. I feel myself 

fortunate enough since I have encountered real conditions going however and picture the 

scaffold between course work and work place. I had the chance to function as a group and 

figured out how to co-ordinate, pursue and lead gathering of individuals. It likewise added my 

insight to pick up thought of executing a complete research task and encounters about the 

difficulties that may spring up in the game-plans. It inevitably guided me to manage the 
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obstacles proficiently and successfully by evaluating and picking best choices. Our exploration 

extends a total thought regarding the statistic and wellbeing situation of these specific ghetto 

regions of Tongi, Gazipur.  

 

For accomplishing essential data, we had talked and met the general population who can give 

data precisely. Our subjects of research were recently brand officials, typical day by day 

specialists, investigators from Shulav.com, associates, and so on. They have discussed day by 

day needs of innovation, utilization of IT and their everyday obstacles identified with tech 

issues, dispensable salaries and we have discovered fascinating data that were obscure and 

somewhat, ignored and not been given appropriate covered up. I thus enrolling a few 

difficulties I have confronted a few difficulties while I was working with the task. The difficulties 

were:  

 

1. As an entire this kind of research had been done on the Dhanmondi a few times yet it 

didn't turn out that much commendable. So therefore they become disappointed about this 

sort of review, etc. The effect of their disappointment now and again negatively affected my 

exploration procedure which I needed to deal with enough direction and spoiling.  
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2. The high portability of inhabitants infers that steady loss is high, proposing that proper 

measures must be taken both at the information accumulation and information examination 

levels to sufficiently screen the exploration.  

 

I had accepted the difficulties as issues to be illuminated and I had anticipated the knowledge in 

my brain while leading the entry level position. From the examination, I portrayed up could-be 

situation and finished up with certain assessments also, which helped me summing up with 

some imminent arrangements. These difficulties might be managed through certain activities 

which I need to compose forward. They are:  

 

1. There ought to be appropriate framework and direction and a reasonable and viable 

preparing project led by the experts that talk about the entire procedure likewise. It will 

likewise create certainty and help defeating disappointment that field laborers may confront 

while leading the review. What's more, obviously, a solid and coolly formal correspondence 

connect among the field laborers and analysts will likewise be useful to discover trust.  

 

2. Transportation issue happens in light of the fact that we filled in as a gathering multi day 

covering the entire territory. On the off chance that an appropriate zoning could have had been 

guaranteed, research would have been led by all gatherings daily in various zones at once. It 
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would lessen the time cost and furthermore help decreasing the transportation peril 

proficiently.  

 

To be referenced, Inpace drives the rundown of top research firms in Bangladesh. The 

fundamental belief and set of needs of Inpace are very novel in nature and the commitment of 

this association to the general public just as in the progression of social advancement are 

express commendable. Inpace has kept up global standard for preparing and creating 

workforce to ensure the exactness of the data assembling, breaking down and handling. It 

likewise clears a method for correspondence connect among cross practical top administrations 

and field laborers which yet isn't formally pronounced however anybody intrigued may impart 

without confronting inconvenience in data stream.  

 

The survey made for the respondents was in a composed structure and it was in Bengali. A 

considerable lot of them realized how to peruse so it was efficient in such manner as they could 

undoubtedly take an interest in the study. In addition, the inquiries in the survey were written 

in straightforward wording and dialects. So it was not so much hard to direct the study with 

them who could peruse.  

 

Along these lines I have performed exercises given and accomplished a few abilities both for all 

intents and purposes and hypothetically that has expanded my encounters to another level. 
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The psychological capacity of breaking down a continuous research and the method for taking 

choices with respect to the difficulties, correspondence expertise in both upward and 

descending joint efforts and meeting methodologies are to be referenced. I have figured out 

how to pose inquiries when respondents probably won't be happy with noting and how to 

extricate the correct answers from a person which they probably won't be eager to give. 
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Chapter-5 

Sociological Implication of the internship: 

In every internship, there are degrees to have some sociological ramifications. My exploration 

concern was about wellbeing, marriage, demise rate of the ghetto inhabitants of Tongi, 

Gazipur. AS every one of these variables are identified with social issues so the exploration had 

sociological understanding overall.  

 

My temporary position helped me consider the general public in another manner as I needed to 

engage with things intently. I could discover the negative marks of society and this examination 

venture had degrees to add to the social changes. The task was done on the general population 

disconnected to the tech-based product offering. We realize that an enormous number of 

individuals share this network. What I found from the examination is the best possible rules of 

way of life. In the event that they are guided appropriately they will be able to utilize 

modernized items to make life simpler which would profit our customers to showcase their new 

propelled items to the general population.  

 

For the most part an alumni does his or her entry level position in his or her favored territory. I 

was particularly disposed to transform my profession into the advancement division, and this 
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exploration task allowed me the chance to do as such. It acquired a great deal of changes me 

for the future as a humanist:  

 

 The experience I assembled all through the entry level position won't just assistance me 

in my further vocation advancement yet in addition will enable me to turn into a 

judicious individual and through my thoughts and musings it may be conceivable to 

make a system for the general public in annihilating obsolete strategies for promoting.  

 I needed to experience a ton of difficulties during my examination venture. I figured out 

how to defeat the difficulties even in urgent circumstance.  

 As the convention of the examination task was financed, the issues appeared by the 

undertaking can be featured sooner rather than later to make some fundamental strides 

by the organizations and the administration.  

 The result from the undertaking had the option to decipher the causes and issues that 

impediment advanced advertising all the more unequivocally to the youthful age who 

were associated with the venture.  

 

These were about my progressions which have been brought by the exploration task and which 

may be help sooner rather than later in the corporate universe of incorporated computerized 

showcasing.  
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This undertaking helped me make myself fit for the up and coming contentions and discussions 

where issues of non-advanced showcasing should be engaged. This exploration task is the 

pointer to mindful the tech-firms of the general public to cooperate and advance for the 

improvement of these individuals. This task additionally caused me to understand that it is 

conceivable to approach for the advancement of society at any phase of life.  

 

By and by I made myself progressively associated with other social exercises. At present I can 

comprehend the down to earth learning of my scholarly exercises. This has built up my abilities 

and furthermore caused me to examine my quality and shortcoming. The investigation all 

through the exploration procedure will fill in as a positive marker of basic leadership and critical 

thinking for future research exercises, etc. The experience was connected not exclusively to 

achieve the undertaking or research venture, for me it resembled a general change in my life. 

The undertaking got a great deal of changes my viewpoint and recognition towards advanced 

promoting too. 

Conclusion: 

Inpace Communications has been alongside “Pulse health” to promote its loyal clients 

throughout the nation. The main services of Inpace such as Management Consulting, Human 

Resource Management, and Project management, Brand Management, Public Relations and 

Corporate Promotions have been boosting the company’s reputation towards a new era of 

Digital Marketing. The firm’s utmost effort to build and maintain customer relationship is 

unparalleled. The research project was just a small initiative to work on the promotional sector 
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of the technology industry. The findings of the project will be used as secondary data for further 

statistical research for the company. The data collected for the project was primary and it was a 

difficult task to conduct from the field people. At the same time, the data collected is much 

more authentic than that of any other organization. Inpace had given their cent percent to 

supervise and practice the overall project of digital marketing in Dhaka city. They will keep on 

promoting their client brands online and work on more and more ways on how to reach people 

through their clients to accept the tech-products that will ease their daily lives. The collected 

data from the survey has been utilized in the research project by the firm. As a whole the 

project came out to be effective both from my internship and corporate contribution 

perspective for future. 
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